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Abstract
We consider arbitrary stationary and axisymmetric black holes in general relativity in (d + 1)
dimensions (with d ≥ 3) that satisfy the vacuum Einstein equation and have a non-degenerate hori-
zon. We prove that the canonical energy of axisymmetric electromagnetic perturbations is positive
definite. This establishes that all vacuum black holes are stable to axisymmetric electromagnetic
perturbations. Our results also hold for asymptotically deSitter black holes that satisfy the vacuum
Einstein equation with a positive cosmological constant. Our results also apply to extremal black
holes provided that the initial perturbation vanishes in a neighborhood of the horizon.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is of considerable interest to determine the stability of stationary black hole solutions
to Einstein equation. For a solution to be physically relevant, it is essential that sufficiently
small perturbations not drive one away from that solution. The full nonlinear stability
problem has been settled only for Minkowski spacetime [1]. As a first step for other cases,
it is important to analyze the stability of solutions to linearized perturbations. To establish
the linear stability of a solution, one must show that all initial data for the linearized
equations that are suitably regular and satisfy appropriate asymptotic conditions give rise
to solutions that remain uniformly bounded and, further, decay at asymptotically late times
to a stationary solution. On the other hand, a considerably weaker notion of linear stability
that is much easier to analyze is mode stability, i.e., the nonexistence of suitably regular
solutions that grow exponentially in time.
For the case of gravitational perturbations satisfying the linearized Einstein equation,
mode stability of Schwarzschild spacetime follows immediately from the form of the de-
coupled equations for the perturbations [2–4]. Recently, a complete proof of linear stability,
including decay, of gravitational perturbations of 4-dimensional Schwarzschild has been given
by Dafermos, Holzegel and Rodnianski [5]. However, their methods do not admit a straight-
forward extension to the Kerr case and, moreover, are special to the case of 4-dimensions.
Much less is known about the stability of general black holes in d > 4 dimensions, where
there is a large variety of black hole solutions, some of which are known and/or believed to
be unstable [6].
As simpler problems than considering gravitational perturbations—which, nevertheless,
should display many of its features—one could analyze the stability of vacuum black hole
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spacetimes to scalar perturbations satisfying the massless Klein-Gordon equation or to elec-
tromagnetic perturbations satisfying Maxwell’s equations. In the case of a Kerr black hole
in 4-dimensions, complete results on stability and decay of scalar fields have been obtained
[7–10]. For electromagnetic perturbations, boundedness and decay on a Schwarzschild black
hole background has been shown by [11] using the Maxwell energy-momentum tensor and
by [12] using a higher-derivative “superenergy tensor” (see also [13]). For a slowly rotating
Kerr black hole, uniform energy bounds were established in [14]. However, these methods
cannot be straightforwardly generalized to treat black holes in higher dimensions.
As a very significant simplification, one could consider the stability of black holes to
axisymmetric perturbations. Here, by “axisymmetric perturbations” we mean the following.
At infinity, the horizon Killing field χµ will take the form of a linear combination of the
stationary Killing field tµ and rotational Killing fields φµΛ (with Λ ∈ {1, 2 . . . , k})
χµ = tµ +
k∑
Λ=1
ΩΛφµΛ . (1.1)
We will further assume that the metric possesses a t-φ reflection isometry—as was proven
to hold for vacuum solutions in [15]—so that the spacetime metric may be put in the form
ds2 = −N2dt2 + 2NΛdtdφ
Λ + ΦΛΘdφ
ΛdφΘ + γijdx
idxj (1.2)
where, in these coordinates, we have tµ = (∂/∂t)µ and φµΛ = (∂/∂φ
Λ)µ. By an “axisymmetric
perturbation,” we mean a perturbation that is invariant under the action of all φµΛ appearing
in Eq. 1.1. We do not require invariance under any axial Killing fields that may be present
in the spacetime but are not associated with the rotation of the horizon. In particular,
for a static black hole (where χa = ta), we do not place any symmetry restriction on the
perturbation.
For axisymmetric gravitational perturbations, the canonical energy method of Hollands
and Wald [16] provides a general approach to analyzing stability. Positivity of canonical
energy immediately implies mode stability [16], whereas failure of positivity implies that
there exist perturbations that grow exponentially in time [17]. However, the expression
for the canonical energy of gravitational perturbations is quite unwieldy, particularly since
the linearized constraint equations must be imposed upon the variables appearing in the
expression. It has not even been shown directly from the formula for canonical energy that
the canonical energy is positive for perturbations of a 4-dimensional Schwarzschild black
hole, where it must be positive due to the known stability of these solutions (see above).
On the other hand, certain black rings in 5-dimensions can be shown to be unstable to
axisymmetric perturbations [18] by these methods [19]. However, in general, the stability of
black holes to axisymmetric gravitational perturbations remains an open problem (see [6]).
By contrast, it is straightforward to show the stability of all black holes to axisymmetric
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massless Klein-Gordon perturbations. For a scalar field, ϕ, the energy-momentum tensor is
given by
Tµν(ϕ) = ∇µϕ∇νϕ−
1
2
gµν∇
αϕ∇αϕ (1.3)
The energy of a scalar field associated with this energy-momentum tensor is
Eϕ :=
∫
Σ
Tµν(ϕ)t
µuν (1.4)
where we may take Σ to be a hypersurface of constant t in the coordinates Eq. 1.2, and uµ
denotes the unit normal to Σ. It should be noted that—unlike the case of a Maxwell field
(see below)—for a Klein-Gordon field, the energy Eq. 1.4 defined via the energy-momentum
tensor agrees with the canonical energy. For axisymmetric perturbations, we have φµΛ∇µϕ =
0 and we may therefore replace tµ by Nuµ in Eq. 1.4. We thereby obtain the manifestly
positive definite expression
Eϕ =
1
2
∫
Σ
N
[
(uµ∇µϕ)
2 +DaϕDaϕ
]
. (1.5)
where Da is the derivative operator on Σ. Conservation of Eϕ then immediately implies mode
stability. Indeed, since Eϕ has the character of a Sobolev norm and higher Sobolev-like norms
can be obtained from the energy of time derivatives of ϕ, it should be straightforward1 to
show boundedness of axisymmetric perturbations ϕ off of an arbitrary black hole background.
However, we shall not consider any boundedness and decay results here. Note that the
positivity of Eϕ holds for axisymmetric ϕ in any spacetime of the form Eq. 1.2, i.e., it is not
necessary to assume that the background black hole satisfies Einstein equation.
The case of axisymmetric electromagnetic perturbations is intermediate between the grav-
itational and scalar cases. The electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor of the Maxwell
field Fµν = 2∇[µAν] is given by
Tµν(F ) =
1
4π
[
FµλFν
λ − 1
4
gµνFρλF
ρλ
]
(1.6)
The electromagnetic energy associated with this energy-momentum tensor is
EF =
∫
Σ
Tµν(F )t
µuν (1.7)
where we have inserted a subscript F to distinguish this energy from the canonical energy
E , defined in Sec. 3 below. The electric field on Σ is defined by Eµ = u
νFνµ. In terms of Ea
1Difficulties caused by the vanishing of N on the horizon can be dealt with (in the case of a non-degenerate
horizon) by the “trick” used in [20] or the methods described in [21].
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and the pullback, Aa, of Aµ to Σ, we have
EF =
1
8π
∫
Σ
NEaE
a + 2N(D[aAb])(D
[aAb]) + 4NaEbD[aAb] (1.8)
where Na is the shift vector of tµ. In an ergoregion, we have NaNa > N
2, so the right-hand-
side of Eq. 1.8 need not be pointwise positive even for axisymmetric electromagnetic fields.
Since Ea must satisfy the constraint D
aEa = 0, it is not immediately obvious by inspection
whether the integral on the right-hand-side of Eq. 1.8 can be made negative for axisymmetric
electromagnetic fields. It was shown in Appendix B.2 of [17] that one can find spacetimes of
the form Eq. 1.2 for which the total electromagnetic energy can be made negative. However,
it is not obvious whether this is possible for black holes that are solutions to the vacuum
Einstein equation. As a by-product of our analysis, we will show in Appendix A that, in fact,
EF can be made negative for axisymmetric electromagnetic perturbations of any rotating
black hole background that satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation, such as Kerr.
The main purpose of this paper is to prove that, nevertheless, the canonical energy, E , of
axisymmetric electromagnetic perturbations is positive definite2 on all stationary black hole
backgrounds with a non-degenerate horizon that satisfy the vacuum field equations. The
canonical energy, E , differs from EF by a boundary term3 on the bifurcation surface of the
horizon, and this boundary term is essential to obtain positivity. The positive definiteness
and conservation of E ensure mode stability. Since E provides a Sobolev-like norm and
higher Sobolev-like norms can be obtained from the canonical energy of time derivatives
of solutions, we believe that boundedness of the electromagnetic field tensor could also be
proven, but we shall not attempt to investigate this issue here.
In Sec. 2, we review the properties of the stationary-axisymmetric background black hole
spacetimes that we will consider. In Sec. 3 we define the canonical energy for electromagnetic
perturbations and establish some of its key properties. In Sec. 4, we restrict to axisymmetric
perturbations. We split the canonical energy into “kinetic” and “potential” parts according
to behavior under the t-φ reflection isometry of the background spacetime. We show that the
kinetic energy is positive-definite, even if the black hole background does not satisfy Einstein
equation. We then prove our main result showing that the potential energy for axisymmetric
electromagnetic perturbations is positive whenever the vacuum Einstein equation holds.
In Sec. 5, we show that for perturbations with vanishing charge the canonical energy
can be put into other positive definite forms in 3 + 1 and 4 + 1 spacetime dimensions. In
particular, in 4-spacetime dimensions, the potentials for the electric and magnetic fields can
be combined into a complex scalar potential Ψ for the self-dual part of the electromagnetic
field strength. We show that Ψ satisfies a “wave-like” equation in spacetime (Eq. 5.22) and
that the canonical energy can be written in terms of an “effective energy-momentum tensor”
2The canonical energy can be degenerate on stationary solutions (see Prop. 3.1 below), so we must factor out
these stationary, degenerate solutions (if any exist) to obtain positive definiteness.
3This boundary term was erroneously omitted in Appendix B.2 of [17].
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for Ψ (Eq. 5.20). Finally, in Appendix A, we show that EF can always be made negative for
axisymmetric perturbations of a rotating black hole satisfying the vacuum Einstein equation.
In this paper, lower case Greek indices will be used to denote tensors on spacetime, e.g.,
gµν denotes the spacetime metric and t
µ denotes the timelike Killing field of the background
black hole. Lower case Latin indices will be used to denote tensors on the initial data surface
Σ, e.g., hab denotes the metric on Σ. The spacetime derivative operator of the background
black hole will be denoted as ∇µ; the background derivative operator on Σ will be denoted
as Da. Capital Greek indices will label the axial Killing fields, φ
a
Λ. As usual, spacetime and
space indices will be raised and lowered using the appropriate metrics, gµν and hab. Capital
Greek indices will be raised and lowered using ΦΛΘ, defined in Eq. 2.3 below. The rest of
our conventions follow those of Wald [22].
2. BACKGROUND STATIONARY-AXISYMMETRIC BLACK HOLE SPACE-
TIMES
We consider an asymptotically flat (d+1)-dimensional spacetime with d ≥ 3, containing
a static or stationary-axisymmetric black hole spacetime (M, g) shown in Fig. 1, with a
bifurcate Killing horizon H := H+ ∪ H−, and bifurcation surface B := H+ ∩ H−. We
assume that B is compact, but we do not assume any further restrictions on its topology4.
Let tµ denote the time translation Killing field and let φµΛ denote the axial Killing fields
associated with the horizon rotation (see Eq. 1.1). We assume that the spacetime possesses
a t-φ reflection isometry (as has been proven to hold for vacuum solutions [15]), so that the
spacetime metric may be put in the form Eq. 1.2. Let Σ denote a t-φ reflection invariant
surface (i.e., a t = const. surface in the coordinates of Eq. 1.2). We assume that Σ has one
asymptotically flat end (with asymptotic conditions given by Eq. 2.2 below) and that inside
a large sphere S∞ in the asymptotic region, Σ is a compact manifold with boundary S∞∪B.
Let uµ denote the future-directed unit normal to Σ. We decompose tµ into its normal and
tangential parts relative to Σ, referred to as the lapse, N = −uµt
µ, and shift, Na, on Σ.
Let hab denote the induced metric on Σ, let Kab denote the extrinsic curvature of Σ, and
define
πab := Kab −K hab . (2.1)
On the bifurcation surface B, we introduce a unit normal vector ra (pointing into Σ). Note
that N |B = 0. The asymptotic flatness conditions on our stationary black hole are that
4In particular, we need not assume that B is connected, although for notational convenience (so that we do
not have multiple horizon Killing fields), we will assume that this is the case.
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FIG. 1. Carter-Penrose diagram of the black hole spacetime (M,g).
there exist coordinates (x1, . . . , xd) on Σ such that
hab ∼ δab +O(1/ρ
d−2) , πab ∼ O(1/ρd−1)
N ∼ 1 +O(1/ρd−2) , Na ∼ O(1/ρd−1)
(2.2)
where ρ := (x21 + . . .+ x
2
d)
1/2
near infinity. In addition, all nth derivatives of the above
quantities (with respect to asymptotically Cartesian coordinates) are required to fall off
faster by an additional factor of 1/ρn. The asymptotic conditions on the lapse and shift
ensure that tµ goes to an asymptotic time-translation at infinity.
It is convenient to view the labeling index, Λ, of the axial Killing fields φaΛ as an abstract
index associated with a vector space V of axial Killing fields (see [17]). At each x ∈ Σ where
the axial Killing fields are linearly independent, we can then define a positive definite inverse
metric ΦΛΘ(x) on V by
ΦΛΘ(x) := hab(x)φ
a
Λφ
b
Θ (2.3)
We use ΦΛΘ and its inverse, Φ
ΛΘ to lower and raise the indices Λ,Θ . . . in the vector space
of the axial Killing fields. It is important to note that DaΦΛΘ 6= 0, so, while φ
a
Λ satisfies
Killing’s equation, φaΛ does not. The (d−k)-dimensional surface orthogonality of φaΛ within
Σ together with Killing’s equation implies that
DaφbΛ = −Φ
ΘΞφΘ[aDb]ΦΛΞ (2.4)
This implies that
D[aφ
Λ
b] = 0 (2.5)
It will be convenient for later use to introduce the quantity
Φ := det(ΦΛΘ) (2.6)
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where the determinant is taken with respect to the k-form ηΛ1...Λk on V with η12...k = 1 in
the original basis of axial Killing fields (normalized so that a rotational period is 2π). It
also is convenient to introduce the quantity
Xa
Θ
Λ = −
1
2
ΦΘΞDaΦΛΞ (2.7)
so that, in view of Eq. 2.4, we have
DaφbΛ = 2φΘ[aXb]
Θ
Λ
(2.8)
In view of the (t-φ)-reflection isometry about Σ, the shift Na and momentum πab are of
the form (see [17])
Na = NΛφaΛ (2.9a)
πab = 2πΛ(aφ
b)
Λ (2.9b)
with πΛa φ
a
Θ = 0. Here N
Λ = ΦΛΘNΘ, where NΘ is the quantity appearing in Eq. 1.2.
The vacuum Einstein equation requires that the initial data (πab, hab) satisfy the con-
straint equations. For a stationary, axisymmetric spacetime with a t-φ reflection isometry,
the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints become (see [17]):
R = 2πΛa π
a
Λ (2.10a)
Daπ
a
Λ = 0 (2.10b)
where R is the scalar curvature of the metric hab on Σ and Da is the derivative operator on
Σ. The ADM time evolution equations (see, e.g., Sec.E.2 of [22] for d = 3 and Sec.VI.6 of
[23] for general d) for stationary solutions also impose restrictions on the initial data. For
spacetimes of the type we consider, the ADM evolution equations yield
NRab = DaDbN − 2N
(
πΛa πbΛ − π
Λ
c π
cΘφaΛφbΘ
)
(2.11a)
DaN
Λ = −2NπΛa (2.11b)
Finally, we note that the relation DbDbφ
a
Λ = −R
a
bφ
b
Λ (which holds for any Killing field)
may be combined with Eq. 2.4 to yield
Rabφ
b
Λ = φaΘD
bXb
Θ
Λ (2.12)
where Xb
Θ
Λ was defined in Eq. 2.7 above. When combined with Eq. 2.11a, we obtain the
following very useful relation
Da(NXa
Θ
Λ) = 2Nπ
Θ
a π
a
Λ . (2.13)
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Equivalently, we have
Da(NXa
ΛΘ) = 2NXa
ΛΞXaΘΞ + 2Nπ
Λ
a π
aΘ . (2.14)
3. ELECTROMAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS AND CANONICAL ENERGY
We wish to consider electromagnetic perturbations of the black hole spacetimes described
in the previous section. The electromagnetic field is represented by a connection in a princi-
pal U(1) bundle over spacetime, but linearized perturbations must be described by a trivial
bundle, so we may represent the electromagnetic field by a smooth vector potential Aµ on
spacetime, which is unique up to smooth gauge transformations Aµ 7→ Aµ−∇µξ. We require
that Aµ go to zero at spatial infinity as
Aµ ∼ O(1/ρ
d−2) (3.1)
where ρ is the asymptotic radial coordinate introduced below Eq. 2.2. All nth spacetime
derivatives of Aµ are required to fall off faster by an additional factor of 1/ρ
n. In this section,
we will not assume that the electromagnetic field is axisymmetric.
The Maxwell Lagrangian is
Lµ1...µd+1 = −
1
16π
F νλFνλ εµ1...µd+1 (3.2)
where Fµν := 2∇[µAν] and εµ1...µd+1 is the volume element associated with the spacetime
metric. The equations of motion obtained from Eq. 3.2 are Maxwell’s equations
∇µFµν = 0 (3.3)
The symplectic potential obtained from Eq. 3.2 is
θµ1...µd = −
1
4π
F νλδAλ ενµ1...µd (3.4)
and the symplectic current is
ωµ1...µd = −
1
4π
[
(δ1F
νλ)(δ2Aλ)− (δ2F
νλ)(δ1Aλ)
]
ενµ1...µd (3.5)
Here Aµ denotes the background vector potential and δAµ denotes the perturbed vector
potential. We have dω = 0 whenever δ1Aµ and δ2Aµ satisfy Maxwell’s equations. Since
the background electromagnetic field vanishes5 and we are only interested in perturbed
5Since Maxwell’s equations are linear, the background electromagnetic field does not appear in the expressions
for the symplectic current and canonical energy in any case.
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quantities, we will drop the δ in all further expressions, e.g., in all formulas below, Aµ will
denote the perturbed vector potential.
The initial data for the electromagnetic field on Σ is given by α := (Ea, Aa), where Ea is
the electric field defined by
Eµ = u
νFνµ (3.6)
and Aa is the pullback of Aµ to Σ. Maxwell’s equations Eq. 3.3 are equivalent to the Gauß
constraint
DaEa = 0 (3.7)
together with evolution equations for the initial data6
A˙a = Da(t
µAµ) +NEa − 2N
bD[aAb]
E˙a = 2D
b
(
ND[bAa] +N[bEa]
) (3.8)
The Maxwell energy-momentum tensor is given by Eq. 1.6 and the corresponding energy,
EF , is given by Eq. 1.7. As already noted in the Introduction, EF can be written in terms
of α = (Ea, Aa) as Eq. 1.8.
The symplectic form Ω on the space of initial data is obtained by integrating Eq. 3.5 over
Σ
Ω(α1, α2) :=
∫
Σ
ω = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
(Ea1A2a −A1aE
a
2 ) , (3.9)
where the natural volume element on Σ is understood. This integral converges by virtue of
our asymptotic conditions Eq. 3.1 on Aµ except in (3+ 1)-dimensions, where there could be
a logarithmic divergence in ρ. This difficulty can be eliminated by imposing slightly stronger
fall-off conditions on the odd parity part of Ea and the even parity part of Aa (analogous
to the Regge-Teitelboim conditions on the asymptotic behavior of the metric at spatial
infinity [24]). However, we shall not impose any such additional conditions here because
the canonical energy integral (see Eq. 3.10 below) will converge without the imposition of
additional conditions on account of the extra derivative appearing in that formula. Since
dω = 0, the symplectic form is conserved in the sense that the integral of Eq. 3.5 takes the
same value on any Cauchy surface for the exterior of the black hole.
The canonical energy is obtained from Ω by replacing the solution A2µ by the solution
£tA2µ. Viewed as a bilinear form on initial data α = (Ea, Aa), we have
E (α1, α2) =
1
4π
∫
Σ
(Ea1 A˙2a − A1aE˙
a
2 ) (3.10)
where A˙2a and E˙2a are given by Eq. 3.8. The key properties of E are given by the following
proposition:
6The evolution equations in Appendix B.2 [17] have the incorrect sign for the shift vector which, however,
does not affect the results.
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Proposition 3.1. The canonical energy E (α1, α2) satisfies the following properties: (i) E
is conserved. (ii) E is symmetric
E (α1, α2) = E (α2, α1) . (3.11)
(iii) As a quadratic form, E can be degenerate only on physically stationary solutions, i.e.,
solutions for which £tFµν = 0. (iv) For axisymmetric perturbations, E is invariant under
Maxwell gauge transformations.
Proof. Conservation of E (property (i)) follows immediately from conservation of Ω.
The symmetry of E (property (ii)) can be seen as follows [16]: In differential forms
notation, we have
£tω = d(t · ω) + t · dω = d(t · ω) (3.12)
since dω = 0. Thus, when integrated over Σ, the right side yields only boundary terms.
These boundary terms vanish due to our asymptotic conditions Eq. 3.1 and the fact that tµ
is tangent to B. Symmetry of E then follows immediately.
The non-degeneracy of E (property (iii)) can be seen as follows. Suppose that α =
(Ea, Aa) is a degeneracy of E , i.e., suppose that
E (α′, α) = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
(E ′aA˙a − A
′
aE˙
a) = 0 (3.13)
for all α′. Since A′a can be chosen to be an arbitrary smooth vector field of compact support,
we immediately obtain E˙a = 0. On the other hand, we can choose
E ′a = DbU
′ab (3.14)
where U ′ab = U ′[ab] is an arbitrary antisymmetric tensor field of compact support. We
thereby obtain D[aA˙b] = 0. These conditions are equivalent to £tFµν = 0.
To prove gauge invariance (property (iv)), we must show that E (α1, α2) = 0 whenever α2
is of the form α2 = (0,−Daξ). Substituting this in Eq. 3.10, we obtain
E (α1, α2) = −
1
4pi
∫
Σ
Ea1Daξ˙ . (3.15)
Since DaE
a
1 = 0, we can convert the integral over Σ into a boundary integral at infinity and
at B. The boundary integral at infinity vanishes by our asymptotic conditions, and—taking
account of Eq. 1.1 and the fact that χµ vanishes at B—the boundary integral at B vanishes
by axisymmetry.
Remark 3.1. Although every degeneracy of E corresponds to a physically stationary solution,
stationary solutions with nonvanishing charge will not, in general, be degeneracies of E .
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Remark 3.2. The restriction to axisymmetry is not necessary to prove gauge invariance of the
canonical energy E ′ defined with respect to the horizon Killing field χµ rather than tµ. In the
proof of property (iv) above, the boundary term at B will vanish without any assumption of
axisymmetry. However, in 3 + 1 dimensions, one would have to impose the slightly stronger
asymptotic fall-off conditions mentioned below Eq. 3.9 in order to be guaranteed of getting
a vanishing contribution from the boundary term at infinity.
Since the only degeneracies of E are physically stationary solutions and since station-
ary solutions are manifestly stable, mode stability will be proven if E (α, α) ≥ 0 for all
α. Substituting from Eq. 3.8 into Eq. 3.10 and using Eq. 3.7, we obtain (after various
integrations-by-parts, using our fall-off conditions Eq. 3.1 at infinity) the following explicit
expression for the canonical energy:
E := E (α, α) = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
NE2a + 2N(D[aAb])
2 + 4NaEbD[aAb] −
1
4pi
∫
B
2raEaN
bAb (3.16)
Thus, the canonical energy E Eq. 3.16 differs7 from the energy EF obtained from the Maxwell
energy-momentum tensor Eq. 1.8 by a boundary term on the bifurcation surface8
1
2
E = EF −
1
4pi
∫
B
raEaN
bAb . (3.17)
This boundary term vanishes for a static black hole (since Na = 0), and for perturbations
supported away from B on a stationary-axisymmetric black hole. However, as we shall
see, it will be important to keep this term to show positivity of the canonical energy for
perturbations on a stationary-axisymmetric background which do not vanish on B.
When the background black hole is static (Na = 0), we get a manifestly positive-definite
energy
1
2
E = EF =
1
8pi
∫
Σ
NE2a + 2N(D[aAb])
2 (3.18)
Thus, any static vacuum black hole background (not necessarily satisfying Einstein equation)
is stable to (not necessarily axisymmetric) electromagnetic perturbations [16, 17].
However, the situation is quite different for the case of a rotating black hole. For a rotat-
ing black hole, we still have N = 0 on B but we now have Na 6= 0 on B, so there is always
an ergoregion outside the horizon where NaNa > N
2. It is easy to find non-axisymmetric
perturbations of compact support in the ergoregion that make E and EF negative. For ax-
isymmetric pertubations, if the spacetime is not required to satisfy Einstein equation, then
it also is easy to construct examples (by choosing Na sufficiently large) for which E and
EF can be made negative (see Appendix B.2 [17]). Note that axisymmetric perturbations
7The factor of 1/2 appearing on the left side of Eq. 3.17 occurs because, following [16], we have normalized
E so that for a one-parameter family of solutions Aµ(λ), it is the second derivative of energy with respect
to λ. The factor of 1/2 is the Taylor coefficient of this term.
8As previously mentioned, this boundary term was erroneously omitted in Appendix B.2 [17].
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with E < 0 will grow exponentially with time [17], so such black holes are unstable to elec-
tromagnetic perturbations. However, if the spacetime satisfies Einstein equation, it is far
from clear whether such examples are possible. In the next section, we will prove that E is
positive whenever the background spacetime satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation. Thus,
all black holes that satisfy the vacuum Einstein equation are stable to axisymmetric electro-
magnetic perturbations. Nevertheless, in Appendix A, we will show that for black holes that
satisfy the vacuum Einstein equation, although E ≥ 0 for all axisymmetric electromagnetic
perturbations, we can always find axisymmetric electromagnetic perturbations that make
EF < 0.
4. POSITIVITY OF E FOR AXISYMMETRIC PERTURBATIONS
Consider initial data (Ea, Aa) on Σ that is axisymmetric, i.e., £φΛEa = £φΛAa = 0 for
all φaΛ appearing in Eq. 1.1. We decompose Ea and Aa into their φ-reflection odd and even
parts as
Ea = E
ΛφΛa + E˜a (4.1a)
Aa = A
ΛφΛa + A˜a (4.1b)
with E˜aφΛa = A˜
aφΛa = 0. Note that A
Λ is gauge invariant with respect to gauge transfor-
mations that preserve £φΛAa = 0. Note also that
Aaφ
a
Λ = A
ΘφΘaφ
a
Λ = A
ΘΦΘΛ = AΛ . (4.2)
The t-φ-reflection even and odd parts of the initial data are, respectively,
P =
(
EΛφΛa, A˜a
)
(4.3a)
Q =
(
E˜a,−A
ΛφΛa
)
(4.3b)
Note that Eq. 3.7 restricts only the t-φ-reflection-odd data
DaE˜a = 0 (4.4)
Under the decomposition Eq. 4.3 the canonical energy E splits into independent parts
which depend only on the t-φ-reflection-even and -odd parts of the initial data. We call the
reflection even part9 the kinetic energy K and the reflection odd part the potential energy
U . Thus, we have
E = K + U (4.5)
9Note that this reverses the terminology used for gravitational perturbations [17]; see Appendix B.2 [17].
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with
K := E [(P,Q = 0)] (4.6)
U := E [(P = 0, Q)] . (4.7)
The kinetic energy is given by the manifestly positive expression
K = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
N(EΛ)
2 + 2N(D[aA˜b])
2 (4.8)
In the above expression the square of any tensor quantity is taken with respect to the
appropriate metric, that is, (EΛ)
2 := ΦΛΘEΛEΘ and (D[aA˜b])
2 := hachbdD[aA˜b]D[cA˜d]. We
shall use this convention henceforth to avoid proliferation of indices. From Eq. 4.8 we see
that the kinetic energy is always positive for any black hole background, without the need
to impose Einstein equation on the background.
The potential energy is given by
U = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
NE˜2a +N (DaAΛ)
2 − 2NΛE˜bDbAΛ −
1
4pi
∫
B
2raE˜aN
ΛAΛ (4.9)
As remarked at the end of the previous section, there exist black hole spacetimes on which
U fails to be positive for all (Ea, Aa) [17]. We now show that U ≥ 0 when the black hole
background satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation.
To begin, we combine the last two terms in the expression Eq. 4.9 to obtain
−
∫
Σ
2NΛDa(E˜
aAΛ)−
∫
B
2raE˜aN
ΛAΛ =
∫
Σ
2(DaN
Λ)E˜aAΛ (4.10)
Next, we substitute from Eq. 2.11b to obtain
U = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
N
[
E˜2a + (DaAΛ)
2 − 4πΛa E˜
aAΛ
]
= 1
4pi
∫
Σ
N
[(
E˜a − 2π
Λ
aAΛ
)2
+ (DaAΛ)
2 − 4(πΛaAΛ)
2
] (4.11)
Using Eq. 2.14, we get
− 4N(πΛaAΛ)
2 = −4NπaΛπΘa AΛAΘ = −2D
a(NXa
ΛΘ)AΛAΘ + 4NXa
ΛΞXaΘΞAΛAΘ (4.12)
where XaΘΞ was defined in Eq. 2.7 above. On the other hand, we have
−2Da(NXa
ΛΘ)AΛAΘ = −2D
a(NXa
ΛΘAΛAΘ) + 2NXa
ΛΘDa(AΛAΘ)
= −2Da(NXa
ΛΘAΛAΘ) + 4NXa
ΛΘAΘD
aAΛ
(4.13)
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The integral over Σ of first term on the right side of Eq. 4.13 vanishes. We thereby obtain
U = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
N
[(
E˜a − 2π
Λ
aAΛ
)2
+ (DaAΛ)
2 + 4Xa
ΛΘAΘD
aAΛ + 4Xa
ΛΞXaΘΞAΛAΘ
]
= 1
4pi
∫
Σ
N
[(
E˜a − 2π
Λ
aAΛ
)2
+
(
DaAΛ + 2Xa
Θ
ΛAΘ
)2] (4.14)
Thus, U takes a manifestly positive form, as we desired to show.
Remark 4.1 (Asymptotically deSitter backgrounds). Our results generalise to stationary-
axisymmetric black holes in with a t-φ reflection isometry in asymptotically deSitter back-
ground spacetimes10 satisfying the vacuum Einstein equation with a cosmological constant
λ > 0. Due to the cosmological constant in the Einstein equation, the ADM evolution equa-
tion Eq. 2.11a gets an additional term 2
d−1
Nλhab on the right-hand-side, while, the constraint
Eq. 2.10a gets an additional 2λ on the right-hand-side. Consequently, the right-hand-side
of Eq. 2.13 gets an extra term of 2
d−1
NλδΛΘ. A repetition of the above calculation shows
that we get the extra term 4
d−1
λ
∫
Σ
4N(AΛ)
2 in Eq. 4.14. For asymptotically deSitter black
holes with λ > 0, the additional term contributed by the cosmological constant is positive.
Remark 4.2 (Extremal black hole backgrounds). Our analysis also applies to axisymmetric
electromagnetic perturbations with compact support initial data on stationary-axisymmetric
(asymptotically flat or deSitter) extremal black hole backgrounds. In particular, our results
imply that the criterion for instability, in terms of violating the near-horizon “effective Bre-
itenlo¨hner-Freedman bound”, given in Sec.5.2 and 6.4 [25] is never satisfied for axisymmetric
electromagnetic perturbations, in agreement with the numerical evidence in Sec.III.E [26].
5. OTHER POSITIVE FORMS OF U IN (3 + 1) AND (4 + 1) DIMENSIONS
In this section we will consider the special case of d = 3 with one axial Killing field
(k = 1), and d = 4 with two axial Killing fields (k = 2). We further restrict to the case
where, in differential forms notation,11 ∗E—which is closed, d ∗E = 0, by Eq. 3.7—is exact,
i.e., ∗E = dΓ for some (d−2)-form Γ. By the deRham theorem, the necessary and sufficient
condition for ∗E to be exact is that the charge integral
∫
S
∗E vanish for all closed (d − 1)-
surfaces S. Let S∞ be a sphere near infinity. If S∞ generates the nontrivial (d−1)-homology
of Σ, then ∗E will be exact provided that the total charge, of the solution vanishes,
∫
S∞
∗E =
∫
S∞
raEa = 0 (5.1)
10Here, by “asymptotically deSitter” we mean a spacetime with a structure like that shown in Fig. 1 above, but
with “∞” replaced by the bifurcation surface, B′, of another Killing horizon (the “cosmological horizon”)
such that the region of Σ bounded by B and B′ is compact. The canonical energy, E , will get an additional
contribution from B′, but this can be handled in the same manner as the contribution from B.
11Here ∗ denotes the Hodge dual on Σ with respect to the metric hab.
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Note that in the axisymmetric case, Eq. 5.1 only restricts the “polar” electric field E˜a.
The reason why the cases of d = 3 with one axial Killing field and d = 4 with two axial
Killing fields are special is that in these cases, the manifold of orbits of φaΛ is two dimensional.
It follows that for axisymmetric polar electric fields, E˜a, the (d− 1)-form Γ can be replaced
by a scalar potential H via
E˜a = Φ
−1/2ε˜a
bDbH (5.2)
Here ε˜ab is the volume form on the 2-dimensional manifold of orbits of φ
a
Λ given by
ε˜ab :=
1
k!
Φ1/2εab
c1...ckηΛ1...Λkφ
Λ1
c1 . . . φ
Λk
ck
(5.3)
with ηΛ1...Λk the k-form on V defined below Eq. 2.6. Note that φ
a
Λε˜ab = 0, and (using Eq. 2.5)
we have D[c(Φ
−1/2ε˜ab]) = 0.
Using the potential H we can integrate-by-parts the last two terms of Eq. 4.9 in another
way as
−
∫
Σ
2NΛE˜aDaAΛ −
∫
B
2raE˜aN
ΛAΛ
= −
∫
Σ
2NΛDb(Φ
−1/2ε˜abH)DaAΛ −
∫
B
2raDb(Φ
−1/2ε˜abH)NΛAΛ
=
∫
Σ
2(Φ−1/2ε˜abDbN
Λ)HDaAΛ +
∫
B
2DbN
Λ(raΦ
−1/2ε˜abHAΛ)
(5.4)
The last term vanishes due to the background ADM evolution equation Eq. 2.11b. Thus,
by taking an arbitrary linear combination of Eqs. 4.10 and 5.4 we can write the potential
energy as
4πU =
∫
Σ
NΦ−1(DaH)
2 +N(DaAΛ)
2
+ 4NΦ−1Φ1/2ε˜abπΛb [qAΛDaH − (1− q)HDaAΛ]
(5.5)
for any real constant q. Defining
Y Λa := Φ1/2ε˜abπΛb (5.6)
we can write Eq. 5.5 as
4πU =
∫
Σ
NΦ−1
(
DaH + 2qY
Λ
a AΛ
)2
+N(DaAΛ − 2(1− q)Φ
−1YΛaH)
2
− 4NΦ−1q2(Y Λa AΛ)
2 − 4NΦ−2(1− q)2(YΛaH)
2
(5.7)
For the first term in the last line of Eq. 5.7, using Eq. 2.14 and the computations in
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Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 we get
∫
Σ
−4NΦ−1(Y Λa AΛ)
2 =
∫
Σ
−4NπΛa π
aΘAΛAΘ
=
∫
Σ
4N
[
Xa
ΛΘAΘD
aAΛ +Xa
ΛΞXaΘΞAΛAΘ
] (5.8)
To similarly manipulate the last term in Eq. 5.7, we define Xa = Xa
Λ
Λ, which satisfies
(from Eq. 2.14)
Da(NΦ−1Xa) = 2NΦ
−1X2a + 2NΦ
−1(πΛa)
2 (5.9)
We obtain,
∫
Σ
−4NΦ−2(YΛaH)
2 =
∫
Σ
−4NΦ−1(πΛa)
2H2 =
∫
Σ
4NΦ−1
[
XaHDaH +X
2
aH
2
]
(5.10)
Using Eqs. 5.8 and 5.10 the potential energy expression Eq. 5.7 can be written as
4πU =
∫
Σ
NΦ−1
(
DaH + 2qY
Λ
a AΛ
)2
+N(DaAΛ − 2(1− q)Φ
−1YΛaH)
2
+ 4Nq2
[
Xa
ΛΘAΘD
aAΛ +Xa
ΛΞXaΘΞAΛAΘ
]
+ 4NΦ−1(1− q)2
[
XaHDaH +X
2
aH
2
]
=
∫
Σ
NΦ−1
(
DaH + 2(1− q)XaH + 2qY
Λ
a AΛ
)2
+N(DaAΛ + 2qXa
Θ
ΛAΘ − 2(1− q)Φ
−1YΛaH)
2
− 4Nq(1− q)
[
Xa
ΛΘAΘD
aAΛ +X
aHDaH
]
− 8NΦ−1q(1− q)
[
XaY
Λa −Xa
Λ
ΘY
Θa
]
AΛH
(5.11)
First, consider the case d = 4 with two axial Killing fields. Since the last line of Eq. 5.11
is of indefinite sign we choose q = 0 or q = 1 giving us two positive forms of the potential
energy
U = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
NΦ−1 (DaH + 2XaH)
2 +N(DaAΛ − 2Φ
−1YΛaH)
2 (5.12a)
= 1
4pi
∫
Σ
NΦ−1
(
DaH + 2Y
Λ
a AΛ
)2
+N(DaAΛ + 2Xa
Θ
ΛAΘ)
2 (5.12b)
The second form Eq. 5.12b (q = 1) is, of course, just the previously derived positive expres-
sion Eq. 4.14 written in terms of the scalar potential H .
Now, consider the case d = 3. Since there is only one axial Killing field we can drop
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the indices Λ,Θ, . . . Then, ΦΛΘ ≡ Φ and the axial vector potential is of the form Aφa i.e.
AΛ ≡ ΦA. Similarly, Y
Λ
a ≡ Ya = εa
bcφcπb and Xa
Λ
Θ ≡ Xa = −
1
2
Φ−1DaΦ. The last line of
Eq. 5.11 vanishes identically and using Eqs. 5.8 and 5.10 in the second-to-last line of Eq. 5.11
we get the manifestly positive form
U = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
NΦ−1 (DaH + 2(1− q)XaH + 2qYaΦA)
2
+NΦ−1 (Da(ΦA) + 2qXaΦA− 2(1− q)YaH)
2
+ 4NΦ−1q(1− q)
(
X2a + Y
2
a
) (
H2 + (ΦA)2
)
(5.13)
for any 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 with Eq. 4.14 corresponding to q = 1. This expression for q = 1/2 has
been obtained independently by Gudapati [27].
The case q = 1/2 for d = 3 is particularly interesting. To see this, we replace A and H
by a complex potential Ψ
Ψ := ΦA− iH (5.14)
Then with q = 1/2 the potential energy Eq. 5.13 can be written as
U = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
NΦ−1
[
|DaΨ+ ZaΨ |
2 + |Za |
2 |Ψ |2
]
(5.15)
where
Za := Xa + iYa = −
1
2
Φ−1DaΦ + iεa
bcφcπb . (5.16)
Until this point, we have considered only the t-φ reflection odd data determined by A and
H . However, if t-φ even data also is present, the evolution equations Eq. 3.8 allow us to
express this data in terms of A˙ and H˙ as
EΛ ≡ φ
aEa = N
−1ΦA˙
D[aA˜b] = −
1
2
N−1Φ−1εab
cφcH˙
(5.17)
The kinetic energy Eq. 4.8 is then given by
K = 1
4pi
∫
Σ
N−1Φ−1
∣∣∣ Ψ˙
∣∣∣2 (5.18)
Next we show that the total canonical energy E = K + U can be written in terms of
an “effective energy-momentum” tensor, Tµν , for Ψ. To do this we extend Za (Eq. 5.16) to
a complex 1-form on spacetime Zµ so that t
µZµ = φ
µZµ = 0 and such that the pullback of
Zµ to Σ is Za. We use Zµ to define a new complex derivative operator
Dµ := ∇µ + Zµ . (5.19)
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We define
Tµν(Ψ) :=
1
4pi
Φ−1
[
D (µΨDν)Ψ−
1
2
gµν
(
|DλΨ |
2 + |Zλ |
2 |Ψ |2
) ]
(5.20)
Using Eqs. 5.15 and 5.18 the canonical energy then can be written as
E = K + U = 2
∫
Σ
Tµν(Ψ)t
µuν (5.21)
Note that Tµν(Ψ) contains terms with no derivatives of Ψ while the Maxwell energy-
momentum tensor Eq. 1.6 depends only on the first derivatives of Ψ. Note also that the
equations of motion Eq. 3.8, when expressed in terms of Ψ, take a “wave-like” form
Ψ¨ = N(Da + Za) [N(Da + Za)Ψ]−N
2 |Za |
2Ψ
=⇒ DµDµΨ− |Zµ |
2Ψ = 0
(5.22)
This “wave-like” form Eq. 5.22 along with the “effective energy-momentum” Eq. 5.20 may
be useful for proving decay results for electromagnetic perturbations following [7–10].
Remark 5.1 (Relation to the self-dual Maxwell field strength). Consider the complex self-
dual part Fµν of the Maxwell field tensor Fµν
Fµν := Fµν − i(∗F )µν (5.23)
where ∗ is the Hodge dual with respect to the background spacetime metric gµν . The
reflection-even and -odd parts of Fµν on Σ are given by
F
(even)
ab = −iN
−1Φ−1εab
cφcΨ˙ (5.24a)
F
(odd)
ab = −2Φ
−1φ[aDb]Ψ (5.24b)
Thus, we can view Ψ and Ψ˙ as complex “magnetic” potentials for Fµν . The corresponding
“electric” potentials can be obtained using the duality relation (∗F )µν = iFµν .
Remark 5.2 (Relation to the Ashtekar-Sen connection). For the case d = 3, consider some
set of frames eia on Σ that are orthonormal with respect to the metric hab (here i, j, . . . are
abstract indices in R3). Let ωa
i
j be the corresponding so(3)-valued spin connection. The
anti-self-dual Ashtekar-Sen connection is given by
Aia :=
1
2
ǫijkωajk + iKa
beib (5.25)
A direct computation shows that Za defined in Eq. 5.16 is
Za = Φ
−1εabcφ
cφdAide
b
i (5.26)
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Note that the anti-self-dual Ashtekar-Sen connection comes along with the potential Ψ for
the self-dual electromagnetic field (see Remark 5.1) in Eqs. 5.20 and 5.22.
Remark 5.3 (Relation to the twist and Ernst potentials). In d = 3 the constraint equation
Eq. 2.10b becomes Da(Φπa) = 0, which (at least locally) can be solved using the twist
potential ω [28, 29] as
πa =
1
2
Φ−2εa
bcφcDbω (5.27)
Defining a complex potential Υ := Φ + iω, we can write Zµ as
Zµ = −
1
2
Φ−1∇µΥ (5.28)
The complex potentials Ψ and Υ are the Ernst potentials for the electromagnetic perturba-
tions and the vacuum gravitational background, respectively [30, 31]. It is known that the
Einstein-Maxwell equations take the form of a wave map when written in terms of the Ernst
potentials. This line of investigation has been pursued by Moncrief and Gudapati [32], who
have succeeded in showing positivity of canonical energy for linearized Einstein-Maxwell
perturbations on a Kerr-Newman background.
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Appendix A: Non-positivity of EF
In this appendix, we will show that for any rotating black hole background spacetime
that satisfies the vacuum Einstein equation, there always exist axisymmetric electromagnetic
perturbations that make EF negative, where EF is the energy, Eq. 1.7, obtained from the
Maxwell stress-energy tensor. This shows that it is essential to use E rather than EF in
stability arguments. Our proof is based upon the positive form Eq. 4.14, that we obtained
for E for t-φ-reflection-odd electromagnetic fields together with the fact that
2EF = E +
1
4pi
∫
B
2raEaN
bAb (A.1)
(see Eq. 3.17).
We first introduce local coordinates on a suitable region of B as follows: The axial
Killing fields φaΛ are tangent to B and are surface orthogonal on B. Let S denote such
an orthogonal surface, and let V ⊂ S denote an open neighborhood in S that does not
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contain any axis points and can be covered by a coordinate patch (x1, . . . , xd−k−1), where k
is the number of axial Killing fields. Note that since there can be at most d/2 commuting
axial Killing fields in an asymptotically flat (d + 1)-dimensional spacetime, for d ≥ 3 the
orthogonal hypersurface must be at least 1-dimensional, so there always must be at least
one x-coordinate. Let Vφ denote the orbit of V under the flow of the axial Killing fields φ
a
Λ.
Then Vφ is an axisymmetric open region of B that contains no axis points and can be covered
by coordinates (x1, . . . , xd−k−1, φ1, . . . , φk) such that in these coordinates, φaΛ = (∂/∂φ
Λ)a.
Let F (x1, . . . , xd−k−1) be a smooth, non-negative (and not identically vanishing) function of
compact support in Vφ.
Now extend the coordinates (x1, . . . , xd−k−1, φ1, . . . , φk) to Gaussian normal coordinates
(r, x1, . . . , xd−k−1, φ1, . . . , φk) covering a region W of Σ, with r = 0 corresponding to Vφ.
Since B is compact, there is a c > 0 such that these coordinates are well defined for all
r ≤ c. Let f : [0,∞) → R be a smooth, nonnegative function with support in [0, c) such
that f(0) = 1. Let β > 1. We now make the following choices for Aa and E
a:
Aa = N
1 sin(βx1)f(βr)F (x1, . . . , xd−k−1)(dφ1)a (A.2a)
Ea = DbU
ab (A.2b)
with
Uab = cos(βx1)f(βr)F (x1, . . . , xd−k−1)
(
∂
∂r
)[a(
∂
∂x1
)b]
. (A.3)
Then Aa and E
a are axisymmetric, and DaE
a = 0. They also are t-φ-reflection-odd, so
K = 0 and E = U .
Now, on B, for large β, we have
raEa = −β sin(βx
1)F (x1, . . . , xd−k−1) +O(1) (A.4)
where by “O(1)” we mean a function that is uniformly bounded as β →∞. Thus, on B we
have
raEaN
bAb = −β(N
1)2 sin2(βx1)F 2(x1, . . . , xd−k−1) + O(1) . (A.5)
It follows that for sufficiently large β, we have
∫
B
2raEaN
bAb < −Cβ (A.6)
for some C > 0.
On the other hand, by inspection of the explicit expressions for Aa and Ea, for large β
we clearly have
|Aa| ≤ c1 , |DaAb| ≤ c2β , |Ea| ≤ c3β (A.7)
everywhere on Σ, for some constants c1, c2, c3. Furthermore, the lapse function N is bounded
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by
N ≤ c4r (A.8)
Since Aa and Ea are nonvanishing only for r < c/β, it follows immediately from our expres-
sion Eq. 4.14 for E = U that for large β
|E | ≤ c5β
2
∫ c/β
0
rdr ≤ C ′ (A.9)
for some constant C ′. Thus, for sufficiently large β, the negative boundary term Eq. A.6
dominates over E , thereby making EF < 0.
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